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ABSTRACT
As active galactic nuclei (AGN) ‘turn on’, some stars end up embedded in accretion disks around supermassive black holes
(SMBHs) on retrograde orbits. Such stars experience strong headwinds, aerodynamic drag, ablation and orbital evolution on
short timescales. Loss of orbital angular momentum in the first ∼ 0.1 Myr of an AGN leads to a heavy rain of stars (‘starfall’)
into the inner disk and onto the SMBH. A large AGN loss cone (\AGN,lc) can result from binary scatterings in the inner disk and
yield tidal disruption events (TDEs). Signatures of starfall include optical/UV flares that rise in luminosity over time, particularly
in the inner disk. If the SMBH mass is 𝑀SMBH >∼ 108𝑀�, flares truncate abruptly and the star is swallowed. If 𝑀SMBH < 108𝑀�,
and if the infalling orbit lies within \AGN,lc, the flare is followed by a TDE which can be prograde or retrograde relative to the
AGN inner disk. Retrograde AGN TDEs are over-luminous and short-lived as in-plane ejecta collide with the inner disk and a
lower AGN state follows. Prograde AGN TDEs add angular momentum to inner disk gas and so start off looking like regular
TDEs but are followed by an AGN high state. Searches for such flare signatures test models of AGN ‘turn on’, SMBH mass, as
well as disk properties and the embedded population.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Supermassive black holes (SMBHs) in galactic nuclei are surrounded
by stars and stellar remnants in nuclear star clusters (NSCs), with
millions of solar masses packed within the central few parsecs of
a galaxy. NSCs, which generally have a spheroidal geometry, are
the densest stellar systems known; for a recent review of NSCs,
see Neumayer et al. (2020). Active galactic nucleus (AGN) disks
are powered by accretion from gas disks onto SMBHs. When AGN
disks form (‘turn on’) around the SMBH, a fraction of the NSC
orbits (approximately given by the disk aspect ratio) will be co-
planar with the disk. Around half of the initially co-planar embedded
orbits should be retrograde compared to the gas angular momentum.

Stars on prograde orbits in AGN disks experience different bound-
ary conditions than stars in vacuum. These stars accrete mass and
evolve very differently than their cousins in vacuo (Cantiello et al.
2020; Davies & Lin 2020). A simple flip of angular momentum ori-
entation leads to a different stellar fate. Embedded stars on retrograde
orbits in AGN disks will experience strong headwinds as they move
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backwards through the gas, while Bondi accretion is weak due to
the large relative velocity of the star with respect to the gas. For
retrograde orbiters on near circular orbits, the headwind causes rapid
angular momentum loss and a population of low angular momentum
stars on retrograde orbits builds up quickly in the inner AGN disk.
Under such conditions, mass loss, gas heating, and orbital evolution
can occur on short timescales. Among this population in the inner
disk, strong dynamical encounters, particularly between binaries and
tertiaries (e.g. Leigh et al. 2018; Samsing et al. 2020), can quickly
fill the AGN loss cone (see §7 below) and lead to tidal disruption
events (TDEs) in AGN with 𝑀SMBH <∼ 108𝑀� around non-spinning
SMBH.

This paper is structured as follows: We give an overview of the
basic model of starfall in §2. We introduce retrograde orbiters in AGN
disks in §3. We discuss the scouring headwinds and their effects on
the star in §4 and §5. How retrograde orbits evolve due to the scouring
headwind is discussed in §6, and the AGN disk loss cone due to
scattering encounters and/or eccentricity pumping is introduced in
§7. Flares due to final star fall through the disk are discussed in §8,
and TDEs in AGN in the first ∼ 0.1 Myr after an AGN ‘turns on’
are discussed in §9. Some of the consequences of starfall for studies
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Figure 1. Cartoon illustrating the model of Starfall. Top left panel shows a gas disk orbiting an SMBH, with bluer, hotter inner regions and redder, cooler
outskirts. Panel 1) shows the build up of a low angular-momentum retrograde population of stars at small disk radii. 2) shows a fiducial chaotic scattering from
a (2+1) encounter into the AGN loss cone. The scattered star will be disrupted in a prograde or retrograde sense compared to disk gas depending on which
side of the SMBH it passes. 3) shows a retrograde tidal disruption event in the plane of the disk with tidal debris hitting the inner AGN disk, driving a strong
accretion episode in 4), followed by clearing out of a cavity in (5) which will re-fill on the viscous timescale. Bottom row illustrates the qualitative lightcurves
we expect from a retrograde TDE (LHS), a ’naked’ TDE (middle) and prograde TDE (RHS). A retrograde TDE is more luminous than a naked TDE since all
of the disrupted stellar mass is bound, together with some of the inner disk mass and fall back occurs over a shorter time than for ’naked’ TDEs. Retrograde
TDEs are followed by a lower AGN continuum state as the inner disk re-fills on the viscous timescale. Ejecta from a prograde TDE adds angular momentum to
the inner disk gas, inhibiting inflow while the TDE occurs. Prograde TDEs are around the same luminosity as ’naked’ TDEs and are followed by a higher AGN
continuum state. (credit: Lucy Redding-Ikkanda/Simons Foundation)
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Starfall in "turning on" AGN 3

of changing-look AGN and the LIGO AGN channel are discussed in
§10.

2 A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF STARFALL

Fig. 1 provides a basic illustration of the model of Starfall and pro-
vides a useful guide for the details discussed in this paper. The top left
panel shows a gas disk orbiting a SMBH, bluer/hotter in the interior
and redder/cooler in the exterior. Panel (1) shows a polar-view of the
build up of low angular momentum retrograde orbiters over a rela-
tively short time in the inner disk. Panel (2) shows a polar-view of the
result of a chaotic scattering encounter sending a singleton into the
AGN loss cone (see §7 below). The resulting TDE has approximately
equal odds of being prograde or retrograde compared to the inner
disk gas, yielding two equally likely possible lightcurves. Panel (3)
shows a polar view of a retrograde TDE, including the collision of all
ejecta in plane with the inner AGN disk. Panel (4) shows the resulting
period of turbulent, enhanced accretion onto the SMBH post-TDE.
Panel (5) shows the cavity formed in the inner disk after a retrograde
TDE accretion episode, which will fill in on the viscous timescale
of the cavity boundary and leads to a lower AGN state post-TDE.
The bottom row of panels shows the qualitative difference between
expected lightcurves. Left-hand panel bottow row is the lightcurve
expected from a retrograde TDE. There is a rise in luminosity from
the pre-TDE AGN value during the final infall, followed by a peak
corresponding to the TDE event. The accretion episode of a retro-
grade TDE is more luminous and decays more rapidly than a standard
TDE (depicted in middle panel), since fall-back should occur over a
much shorter timescale. After a retrograde TDE the AGN continuum
state is lower than the pre-TDE state since the inner disk is mostly
cleared out and recovers to the pre-TDE state on the viscous timescale
set by the cavity inner edge. By contrast the prograde TDE ejecta
adds angular momentum to the inner disk ejecta and yields a TDE
of comparable luminosity to a ’naked’ TDE, followed by a delayed
higher AGN continuum state.

3 RETROGRADE ORBITERS IN AGN DISKS

How exactly AGN turn on remains unclear. Plausibly, a pulse of low
angular momentum gas arrives in the central galactic nucleus, either
from a fuel reservoir such as a torus, or from elsewhere in the host
galaxy. Signs of possible AGN ‘turn on’ have been observed recently
among changing-look or changing-state AGN (CAGN). CAGN ex-
hibit large magnitude changes on short timescales in the optical band
(e.g. LaMassa et al. 2015; Ross et al. 2018; Graham et al. 2017) and
represent a small fraction of AGN in the local Universe (𝑧 ≤ 1) (e.g.
Graham et al. 2020). CAGN variability may be due to a large number
of possible processes (see e.g. Stern et al. 2018, & references therein),
but it is possible that some CAGN may be turning on. Other exam-
ples of AGN possibly turning-on (e.g. Comerford et al. 2017) suggest
that some AGN are short-lived (∼ 0.1Myr), powered by small mass
pulses of low angular momentum gas, which are accreted rapidly. If
the lifetimes of AGN episodes span 𝜏AGN = 0.1 − 100Myr (see e.g.
Schawinski et al. 2015), we should expect to see a ‘turn on’ rate of
1/𝜏AGN, or 1 per 105 −108 AGN surveyed, per year. As time domain
surveys are now photometrically covering > 106 AGN per year, we
should expect to see the signature of AGN ‘turn on’ in a small but
non-negligible fraction of AGN observed by e.g. ZTF (Graham et al.
2017) and in the future with LSST. Besides the signatures discussed
here, we note that if there was no recent prior AGN episode, newly

’turned on’ AGN may not have narrow [O iii] lines in their optical
spectra.

How AGN disks form is not yet well understood, but we can make
some general arguments about dominant effects. A pulse of low an-
gular momentum gas falling from approximately the dust sublimation
radius (and site of a possible reservoir/torus of gas) takes the freefall
time

𝑡ff ∼ 102yr
(

𝑅

0.4pc

)3/2 (
𝑀

108𝑀�

)−1
(1)

to arrive at the SMBH, where 𝑡ff is also approximately the cloud
crushing time (see e.g. Stern et al. 2018). On such timescales the
cloud will not interact significantly with most orbiters as it drops. The
few orbiters that do interact with the cloud should experience a strong
impulsive drag force, causing some loss of angular momentum. Once
the pulse of low angular momentum gas arrives around the SMBH,
we expect the disk should tend to arrange itself from the inside out,
since all timescales (dynamical, thermal, viscous, orbital) are shortest
at small radii.

Assuming most NSC orbits are not significantly perturbed until
the disk grows outwards to encompass the NSC orbit, we should
expect half of the initial population of embedded orbiters will move
backwards compared to the AGN disk gas flow, for an isotropic
distribution of orbits. That is, on average about half the initial pop-
ulation of embedded objects should have orbital angular momentum
anti-parallel to disk gas angular momentum. The geometric fraction
of the nuclear cluster that ends up initially embedded in the disk
depends on the number of cluster orbits with semi major axes less
than or equal to the disk outer radius (𝑅out) and with inclination
angles less than the average aspect ratio (𝐻/𝑅) of the disk. For a
large continuous disk extending to the pc-scale torus, with average
𝐻/𝑅 ∼ 0.05, this might be 5% of the initial nuclear cluster popula-
tion, but most disks are likely significantly smaller in radial extent
than this.

Likewise, about half of the NSC orbits with semi-major axis less
than the disk radius will cross the disk retrograde. Over the AGN
disk lifetime, the population of embedded objects within AGN disks
grows due to the orbital grind-down and capture of NSC orbiters
(Artymowicz et al. 1993; Fabj et al. 2020; MacLeod & Lin 2020)
as well as in situ star formation (Goodman & Tan 2004; Dittmann
& Miller 2020). The population of embedded objects in the disk is
the result of a competition between population loss due to mergers,
scatterings out of the disk, and extreme mass ratio inspirals (EMRIs)
onto the SMBH on the one hand, and disk capture, star formation, and
stellar evolution on the other. Later additions to the embedded popu-
lation in the disk should be almost exclusively prograde orbiters (i.e.,
orbital angular momentum aligned with the disk angular momentum)
(MacLeod & Lin 2020).

In principle, the arrival of a globular cluster or dwarf galaxy in an
AGN might permit a starfall-like event to occur via the interaction
between new spherical orbits and a gas disk. However, most AGN
are probably short-lived (< few Myr) (e.g. Schawinski et al. 2015),
so the likelihood that a random dynamical decay arrival coincides
with a short lived AGN episode is small. The likelihood of such a
coincidence is larger for the longest lived AGN (the few that might
live ∼ 100 Myr). So it seems much more likely that low angular
momentum gas arrives in the nucleus to impact a spherical orbital
distribution than the other way round. Below, we investigate the
consequences of an initial population of retrograde stars on the stars
themselves and on AGN variability.
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4 ABLATION OF STELLAR SURFACES BY IMPULSIVE
SCOURING HEADWINDS

The headwind velocity (𝑣wind) faced by a star moving retrograde
through the AGN disk on a Keplerian orbit is given by approximately
twice the Keplerian orbital velocity,

𝑣wind (𝑟) ≈ 2
[
𝐺𝑀SMBH

(
2
𝑟
− 1
𝑎

)]1/2
(2)

where 𝑟 is the instantaneous radial distance from the SMBH and 𝑎 is
the orbital semi-major axis.

On a circular retrograde orbit (𝑒 = 0), the star’s relative velocity
to the disk is supersonic and the headwind creates a bow shock
(𝑅shock & 𝑅∗), where 𝑅shock is the bow shock radius and 𝑅∗ is
the radius of the stellar photosphere. On a more eccentric orbit, the
headwind velocity at periastron could be mildly relativistic. In the
limit of small 𝑒, the velocity difference is ∝ 𝑒. But we shall ignore
the effect of eccentricity in the discussion that follows.

The shock lies where the headwind pressure balances either the
stellar wind pressure or the stellar atmospheric pressure. The head-
wind pressure is large so the latter is more likely, giving 𝑅shock ∼ 𝑅∗.
The power in the shock isPshock ∼ 𝑅2

shock𝜌wind𝑣
3
wind. An order-unity

fraction of this power goes into energy dissipation by the shock.
When that energy is re-radiated. a fraction of order (𝑅shock/𝑅∗)2 of
it impinges on the stellar surface, adding a luminosity

𝐿shock ≈ 𝜋𝑅2
∗𝜌wind𝑣

3
wind (3)

≈ 106𝐿�

(
𝑎

103𝑟𝑔

)−3/2 (
𝑅∗
𝑅�

)2 (
𝜌wind

10−10g cm−3

)
(4)

to the stellar surface, where 𝑟𝑔 = 𝐺𝑀SMBH/𝑐2 ∼
1 (𝑀SMBH/108𝑀�) AU is the SMBH gravitational radius. The tem-
perature that results at 𝑅∗ ∼ 𝑅� is far hotter than for an isolated
O-star.

High gas densities can lead to very efficient cooling in radiative
shocks (see e.g. Steinberg & Metzger 2018). In what follows, we
make the simplifying assumption that the re-radiated spectrum from
the shock emerges with an overall thermalized form.

5 RESPONSE OF THE STAR

The perturbation or shocking of the surface of stars has been studied
in the context of binary companions in the presence of supernovae and
pulsar winds. Type Ia supernova shockfronts hit binary companions
with shock velocities ∼ 104km/s and less mass ejecta (∼ 0.5𝑀�)
than Type II supernovae (e.g. Wheeler et al. 1975; Marietta et al.
2000), i.e. closer to the impulsive shock conditions that may apply to
stars on eccentric retrograde orbits in AGN disks. Stellar companions
to pulsars can also be scoured by ablating winds (Phinney et al. 1988).
Ablation has also been considered in the context of planets migrating
onto or colliding with their host stars (Jia & Spruit 2018). Models
of shocks and ablation of stars and planets due to headwinds are a
reasonable guide when considering the effects of strong headwinds
acting on a star in an AGN disk.

5.1 Pressure Perturbations

A star on a retrograde orbit in an AGN disk experiences instantaneous
ram pressure 𝑃ram

𝑃ram ≈ 𝜌𝑣2
rel ∼ 108 dyne cm−2

(
𝜌wind

10−10 g cm−3

) (
𝑣rel

104 km s−1

)2
(5)

at its surface, where 𝑣rel is the relative velocity between the imping-
ing wind and the star surface. For context, 𝑃ram is far lower than
the pressure exerted by a supernova shockwave on a nearby binary
companion and orders of magnitude smaller than the central pressure
in a solar type star (∼ 2 × 1017dyne cm−2). As a result, the pressure
perturbation to the structure of the star is likely small.

Similarly, we can estimate whether or not the shock pressure-strips
the stellar envelope. Disruption of the stellar envelope can occur when
the ram pressure is greater than the binding energy of the envelope
(Jia & Spruit 2018) or

𝑣wind > 𝑣esc

(
𝜌∗
𝜌AGN

)1/2
. (6)

For solar-type stars, (𝜌∗/𝜌AGN)1/2 > O(105) typically, where 𝜌∗ is
the average stellar density, so the envelope will never be stripped.

However, for the envelopes of evolved stars

𝑣wind > 3000 km s−1
(

𝑣esc

100 km s−1

) (
𝜌∗

10−7 g cm−3

)1/2

×
(

𝜌AGN
10−10 g cm−3

)−1/2
(7)

so loosely bound stellar envelopes are very quickly stripped away on
most retrograde orbits in AGN disks, enriching disk metallicity.

5.2 Temperature Perturbations

Much more significant is the luminosity of the shock, which can
easily be orders of magnitude greater than the intrinsic luminosity of
the star. Because the shock is radiative it produces a thermal spectrum
at temperature

𝑇s ≈
(

𝐿shock
4𝜋𝑅2

shock𝜎

)1/4

≈ 2 × 105 K

(
𝑎

103 𝑟𝑔

)−3/8 (
𝜌wind

10−10 g cm−3

)1/4
,

(8)

which is just the effective temperature of a black body of radius
𝑅shock ∼ 𝑅∗ carrying the shock luminosity.

This radiation imposes a new and much hotter effective boundary
condition on the shock-facing side of the star. If this boundary con-
dition applied everywhere and not just beneath the shock, the star
would form a near-isothermal layer running down to approximately
the point where the unperturbed star would have 𝑇 ≈ 𝑇s (Arras &
Bildsten 2006; Ritter et al. 2000). This reduces the density of the ma-
terial in that layer by increasing its temperature, producing a change
in the radius of the star given by
4
3
𝜋

(
𝑅3
∗,f − 𝑅

3
∗,i

)
=

∫
1
𝜌f

− 1
𝜌i
𝑑𝑚, (9)

where 𝜌 is the density of material in the star, 𝑚 is the stellar mass
coordinate, and the subscripts 𝑖/ 𝑓 denote the initial and final state
respectively. Assuming the radius does not change too much, the left-
hand side may be approximated by 4𝜋𝑅2

∗Δ𝑅∗, and the right-hand side
by −

∫
Δ ln 𝜌𝑑𝑚/𝜌. This may be further approximated by

Δ𝑅∗ ≈ −𝛿𝑅iso (Δ ln 𝜌)iso ≈ 𝛿𝑅iso (Δ ln𝑇)iso, (10)

where 𝛿𝑅iso is the unperturbed thickness of the isothermal layer and
(𝛿 ln𝑇)iso is the mass-averaged change in ln𝑇 in that layer. The latter
is order-unity because 𝑇s is much greater than the unperturbed 𝑇eff of
the star and we only average over the layer in which 𝑇s > 𝑇unperturbed.
Hence

Δ𝑅∗ ≈ 𝛿𝑅iso. (11)

MNRAS 000, 1–?? (2021)
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For a solar-type star and 𝑇s ≈ 2× 105 K this corresponds to a change
of roughly 0.03𝑅� , which is small enough that we can neglect it.

Furthermore the boundary condition only applies on the shock-
facing side of the star, and so that side is preferentially heated. This
heating generates large temperature differences along isobars, which
in turn drive circulation currents that act to redistribute a portion of
the incident radiation. This is a complex multidimensional process,
but order-of-magnitude considerations suggest that the column den-
sity at which the temperature becomes spherically symmetric is of
order (Jermyn et al. 2017)

Σ𝑖 ≈
𝐺𝑀∗𝜎𝑇4

s

𝑐5
𝑠

≈ 109 g cm−2
(

𝑇s
2 × 105 K

)3/2 (
𝑀∗
𝑀�

)
, (12)

where 𝑐𝑠 is the sound speed of stellar material at 𝑇s and where we
have assumed a composition of fully-ionized Hydrogen.

The column density in equation (12) is of order 10−2 𝑀�/𝑅2
� and

occurs deeper down than the point where 𝑇 (Σ) = 𝑇s. As a result,
it is a good approximation to say that the star never redistributes a
substantial fraction of the incident heat, and hence the “night” side
remains much cooler than the shock side. We may therefore neglect
perturbations to the “night” side of the star, and limit our treatment
of heating and expansion to the shock-facing side.

5.3 Thermal Ablation

The shock luminosity also causes mass loss. Following Ginzburg &
Quataert (2021), we find that the ratio of the characteristic particle
temperature 𝑇ch to the virial temperature 𝑇g is

𝑇ch
𝑇g

≈ 2
(

𝑇s
2 × 105 K

)10/3 (
𝑅∗
𝑅�

)5/3 (
𝑀∗
𝑀�

)−1
, (13)

which puts the system on the border between their intermediate and
cold wind scenarios. The resulting mass flux is given by equation
(10) of Ginzburg & Quataert (2021) as

¤𝑀 ≈ 4𝜋𝑅2
∗
𝜎𝑇4

s
𝑐𝑠𝑣g

≈ 0.3𝑀� yr−1, (14)

where 𝑣g ≡
√︁
𝐺𝑀∗/𝑅∗ is the virial velocity, we have assumed a

shock temperature of 2× 105 K, and we have assumed that the shock
encompasses an order-unity fraction of the solid angle as seen from
the center of the star.

We note that the energy dissipation due to the shock, per
orbit, is a tiny fraction of the total orbital energy of the
star. For a 1𝑀� star moving for a time 𝑡, 𝐿shock𝑡/𝐸orb '
10−4 (𝜌wind/10−10gcm−3) ( �̄�∗/1g cm−3) (𝑎/1000𝑟g) (𝑅∗/𝑅�)−1 (𝑡/𝑃)
where 𝐸orb = 𝐺𝑀SMBH𝑀★/2𝑎, 𝜌∗ is the average stellar mass and
𝑃 is the orbital period of the star.

6 EVOLUTION OF RETROGRADE ORBITS

The headwind experienced by retrograde orbiters imparts momentum
−Mwindvwind to the star. For retrograde stars on highly eccentric
orbits, if density in the inner disk is approximately constant (e.g.
Sirko & Goodman 2003), the momentum imparted is greatest at
periapse. As a result, eccentric orbits in relatively constant density
inner disks will tend to circularize at smaller radii in a short time.
This geometric drag on objects with material surfaces (i.e. stars) acts
against eccentricity pumping that can occur for objects on retrograde
orbits where the dominant drag is Bondi-Hoyle-Lyttleton (see e.g.

Secunda et al. 2020a). The loss of angular momentum (𝐿 = 𝑀∗v∗a∗)
by a star on a quasi-circular retrograde orbit is

𝑑𝐿

𝑑𝑡
= − 𝑑𝑀∗

𝑑𝑡
v∗a∗ − 𝑀∗

𝑑v∗
𝑑𝑡

a∗ − 𝑀∗v∗
𝑑a∗
𝑑𝑡

(15)

where −𝑑𝑀∗/𝑑𝑡 is the mass lost by ablation from the star, −𝑑v∗/𝑑𝑡
is the deceleration of the star due to the headwind and −𝑑a∗/𝑑𝑡 is
the change in orbital semi-major axis for the star.

From above, −𝑑𝑀∗/𝑀∗ is expected to be very small per orbit, and
assuming the semi-major axis change per orbit (𝑑a∗/𝑑𝑡) is small,
the angular momentum of the star will drop by ∼ 2𝑀𝜙v(a∗)a∗ per
orbit, where 𝑀𝜙 is the mass of (anti-) co-rotating gas in an annulus
of cross-section 𝜋𝑅2

∗ located at semi-major axis a from the SMBH.
Since

𝑀𝜙 ∼ 10−4𝑀�

(
𝑅∗
𝑅�

)2
(

a
103𝑟𝑔

) (
𝑀SMBH
108𝑀�

) (
𝜌

10−10 g cm−3

)
(16)

then after ∼ 104 orbits (∼ 0.03 Myr in this example), the angu-
lar momentum of the retrograde orbiter is cancelled and it plunges
into the SMBH, assuming gas turbulence and accretion inflow are
sufficient to refill the anti-co-rotating gas volume. More precisely,
as the retrograde star loses sufficient angular momentum, its orbital
velocity decreases and its semi-major axis drops (𝑑a∗/𝑑𝑡 < 0). AGN
density tends to drop in the hot innermost disk, so 𝑀𝜙 encountered
by the star decreases, but the headwind magnitude (𝑣rel) increases.
If (𝑀𝜙 , 𝜌) drop sufficiently sharply with 𝑑a∗/𝑑𝑡, a population of
low angular momentum retrograde stars could accumulate at small
disk radii (panel (1) in Fig. 1). This population can generate local-
ized disk heating and will impact the expected population of extreme
mass ratio inspirals (EMRIs).

EMRIs occur when a stellar mass BH accretes onto an SMBH
via GW emission. Importantly, if EMRIs are to be detectable by
LISA, they must be long, uninterrupted inspiral mergers (e.g. Amaro-
Seoane 2018). A large population of stars on small semi-major axis
orbits near the SMBH would cause sufficient orbital perturbations to
disrupt any detectable EMRIs, at least until the stellar population is
accreted onto the SMBH via GW decay or tidal disruption.

Some retrograde stars are likely to end up quickly losing most of
their angular momentum and plunging inwards to the SMBH. While
Sun-like stars at ∼ 103𝑟𝑔 decay in 104 orbits in the example above,
A-stars decay in half the time and O-stars decay in about 1/3 the time.
So, for a given orbital semi-major axis, we expect MS stars with the
largest radii to decay onto the SMBH first, followed by smaller radius
(less massive) stars.

How exactly the orbit decays changes both the fate of the star, and
the appearance of the AGN. If the star is not directly scattered into
the AGN disk loss cone (see below) it could experience Roche-lobe
overflow (RLOF) onto the SMBH in the innermost disk. Such a state
might yield an enhanced accretion episode onto the SMBH, with an
associated color change as the inner disk temperature (∝ ¤𝑀1/4

SMBH)
and luminosity (∝ ¤𝑀SMBH) increase. These state changes might be
used to count the typical number of embedded stellar objects in
AGN disks (𝑁★) and the typical orbital decay time (𝑡decay) since
the order-of-magnitude rate of RLOF events could be as much as ∼
O(103)yr−1 (𝑁AGN/106) (𝑁★/102) (𝑡decay/0.1Myr). Below, we are
interested in the fate of dynamically interacting retrograde stars and
the transient signatures they may generate.
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7 THE AGN DISK LOSS CONE: (2+1) ENCOUNTERS

The basic mechanism within AGN disks that can lead to TDEs is
scatterings from chaotic dynamical encounters at relatively small disk
radii into an AGN loss cone (panel (2) in Fig. 1). Strong dynamical
encounters within AGN disks lead to a chaotic range of outcomes,
including scattering (e.g. Samsing et al. 2020; Secunda et al. 2020b).
The largest range of changes in direction of an orbiter comes from
chaotic 3-body encounters due to, e.g., a binary closely encountering
a tertiary object (e.g. Stone & Leigh 2019). So, if a population
of retrograde orbiters grows in the inner disk, binaries can form
once their mutual binding energy at encounter is greater than their
individual kinetic energies. Once this happens, there is a loss cone
for strong scattering encounters which can be parameterized as (see
e.g. McKernan et al. 2021)

\AGN,lc ∼ 3 × 10−2
(
𝐻/𝑎
0.01

)−1 (
𝑀SMBH
108𝑀�

)−2/3

×
(
𝑀∗
𝑀�

)2/3 (
𝑅∗
𝑅�

)2 (
𝑎

100𝑟𝑔

)−2
. (17)

Since \AGN,lc ∝ 𝑎−2, scatterings in the inner AGN disk where 𝑎
is small have the largest AGN loss-cone. So, if a population of ret-
rograde orbiters grows quickly in the inner AGN disk due to or-
bital decay, the possibility of scatterings increases and the loss cone
(\AGN,lc) becomes large, leading to a potentially high rate of TDEs.
We expect the singles entering the AGN loss cone as a result of scat-
tering to be divided evenly between prograde and retrograde plunging
orbits (i.e. scattering to the either the left or right of the SMBH as
seen from the scatterer), yielding prograde or retrograde TDEs (e.g.
panel (3) in Fig. 1 depicts a retrograde TDE).

8 STARFALL FLARES IN EARLY AGN

In the last stages of a star plunging into the innermost disk, we can
write the freefall time as

𝑡ff ≈ 8 mo
(
𝑀SMBH
108𝑀�

) (
𝑎0

103𝑟𝑔

)3/2

(18)

where 𝑎0 is the initial orbital semi-major axis from which plunge
begins. During infall, heating of the disk due to the shock produced
by the infalling star causes the shock luminosity to rise to

𝐿shock ≈ 1042 erg s−1
(
𝑎0

103𝑟𝑔

) (
𝑀SMBH
108𝑀�

) (
𝑅∗
𝑅�

)2

×
(

𝑣rel

2 × 105 km s−1

)2 (
𝜌wind

10−10 g cm−3

)
. (19)

Starfall therefore generates a long, slow-rise flare to peak luminosity
𝑂 (1042 erg s−1 (𝑅∗/𝑅�)2) after𝑂 (𝑡ff). Once in the inner disk, if the
star encounters other decayed retrograde orbiters, scattering with a
large loss cone (\AGN,lc) can occur, followed by either: a TDE (if
𝑀SMBH <∼ 108 𝑀�) a sudden swallowing of the star by the SMBH
(if 𝑀SMBH >∼ 108 𝑀�), or escape of the scatterer to large distances.
In the later case, a return to periastron at high eccentricity may be
sufficient to initiate a TDE on return to the scattering point.

Starfall flares are most detectable for O-type stars falling through
dense AGN disks, for which a flare lasting 𝑡ff rises to a peak lumi-
nosity ∼ 1044 erg s−1, which could be detectable in large-scale AGN
surveys (e.g. Graham et al. 2017, 2020).

How starfall flares emerge at the AGN photosphere depends on

𝑅∗, the disk aspect ratio (𝐻/𝑎) and the optical depth of the disk (𝜏).
For similar considerations regarding electromagnetic counterparts to
shock breakouts from AGN disks, see the discussion in Perna et al.
(2021). The diffusion time for an electromagnetic signal to emerge
from a dense, optically-thick AGN disk mid-plane is

𝑡diff ∼ 2 yr
(
𝜏

104

) (
𝐻/𝑎
0.01

) (
𝑎

103𝑟𝑔

) (
𝑀SMBH
108𝑀�

)
(20)

so the early stages of the plunge will not be detectable. However, the
last 𝑂 (102) 𝑟𝑔 of freefall should take 𝑂(week) around a ∼ 108𝑀�
SMBH if there is a total loss of angular momentum. For fiducial disk
models (e.g. Sirko & Goodman 2003), 𝐻/𝑎 in the innermost disk
increases to ∼ 0.1, but (𝜏, 𝑎∗) decrease by orders of magnitude from
their starting values. As the star approaches the edge of the inner
disk at ∼ 6𝑟𝑔, 𝑡diff can drop to days. So the final stages of starfall can
emerge as a short timescale (∼week) rising flare at approximately
𝐿shock. What happens once the plunging star arrives at the SMBH
depends on 𝑀SMBH and whether the velocity vector of the star lies
within \AGN,lc.

9 A HARD RAIN OF BRIGHT TDES IN < 0.1MYR

Stars can be tidally disrupted by non-spinning SMBHs
with 𝑀SMBH <∼ 108𝑀� (Rees 1988). For TDEs occuring in
vacuo, approximately half of the disrupted stellar mass
is expected to escape on hyperbolic orbits at 𝑣∞ ∼
104 km s−1 (𝑀∗/𝑀�)1/2 (𝑅∗/𝑅�)−1/2 (𝑀SMBH/106𝑀�)1/6 (Rees
1988). Around half the disrupted stellar mass remains bound and fall
back occurs over 𝑑𝑀/𝑑𝑡 ∝ 𝑡−5/3 (Phinney 1989). Two bound streams
collide near apocenter at 𝑟𝑎 ∼ 𝑅∗𝑞−2/3 on a characteristic timescale
𝑡TDE ∼ (𝑟3

𝑎/2𝐺𝑀BH)1/2 (e.g. Piran et al. 2015) although rapid cir-
cularization can also occur (e.g. Rees 1988; Evans & Kochanek 1989;
Guillochon & Ramirez-Ruiz 2015).

However, the situation is quite different for stars plunging onto
an SMBH through an AGN disk (panel (2) in Fig. 1). Ignoring
SMBH spin, if a star falls onto a >∼ 108𝑀� SMBH, it will simply be
swallowed; so in what follows, we assume 𝑀SMBH <∼ 108𝑀� . Note
that for 𝑀SMBH & 5 × 106𝑀· the rate at which stars are swallowed
whole (direct capture) is higher than for TDEs (Ryu et al. 2020a,b).
When a star is scattered into the AGN loss cone, the result can
be (approximately equally) prograde or retrograde TDEs, which we
discuss below.

9.1 Retrograde TDEs

In the case of a retrograde TDE, ejecta ploughs directly into the inner
disk, rapidly cancelling angular momentum and driving a short-lived,
luminous pulse of accretion onto the SMBH (panels (3) and (4) in
Fig. 1). Broadly the lightcurve we expect is a shorter, sharper (more
luminous) TDE than in naked galactic nuclei, followed by a low AGN
state (bottom row, left panel in Fig. 1).

The fastest, otherwise unbound, debris loses kinetic energy from
initial values of ∼ 0.5𝑀∗𝑣2

∞ and exchanges angular momentum with
inner disk gas. Ejecta travel an average distance

𝑅𝑑 (𝑟𝑔) ∼
(
𝑀d
𝑀∗

) (
𝑐

𝑣∞

)2
(21)

into the disk after sweeping up mass comparable to ejecta mass,
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where 𝑀d is the mass of gas in the inner disk out to radius 𝑅𝑑 , and
can be parameterized as

𝑀d ≈ 0.03𝑀�

(
𝑀SMBH
107𝑀�

) (
𝑅d

102𝑟𝑔

)2 (
𝐻/𝑟
0.05

) (
𝜌

10−10g cm−3

)
.

(22)

Thus, the characteristic TDE timescale is now 𝑡TDE,AGN ∼
(𝑅3

𝑑
/2𝐺𝑀BH)1/2 where 𝑅𝑑 � 𝑟𝑎 ∼ 𝑅∗𝑞−2/3. The characteristic

timescale of AGN TDE decay compared to naked TDE decay is

𝑡TDE,AGN
𝑡TDE

∼
(
𝑀𝑑

𝑀∗

)3/2 (
𝑐

𝑣∞

)3
𝑞

(
𝑟𝑔

𝑅∗

)3/2

∼ 10−3
(
𝑀𝑑/𝑀∗

0.03

)3/2 (
𝑐/𝑣∞

30

)3 (
𝑞

10−7

) (
𝑟𝑔/𝑅∗

20

)3/2
(23)

and so AGN TDE decay is 𝑂(days) rather than 𝑂(yrs). Unbound
ejecta take time (𝑡𝑑)

𝑡d ∼ 𝑅𝑑

𝑣∞
∼ 0.01yr

(
𝑀SMBH
107𝑀�

) (
𝑅𝑑

102𝑟𝑔

) (
𝑣∞

104km s−1

)
(24)

to cross the inner disk. Since 𝑡d ∼ 𝑇orb (102𝑟𝑔), the ejecta encounters
approximately all the mass 𝑀d for this parameterization.

Inner disk gas < 𝑅𝑑 loses angular momentum∼ 0.5𝑀∗𝑣∞𝑎 where
𝑎 ∼ 𝑅𝑑/2 is the average disk radius that the ejecta reach. Therefore
a mass of gas ∼ (𝑀d/4) (𝑀∗/𝑀d) (𝑣∞/𝑣orb (𝑎)) is delivered onto the
SMBH in time 𝑡𝑑 yielding an accretion rate

¤𝑀SMBH ∼ 𝑀∗
4𝑡𝑑

(
𝑣∞
𝑣orb

)
∼ 0.25𝑀�mo−1

(
𝑀SMBH
107𝑀�

) (
𝑀∗
𝑀�

) (
𝑣∞/𝑣orb

0.1

)
(25)

which is ×10 Eddington ( ¤𝑀Edd) for this parameterization. The as-
sociated viscous timescale over which this mass can be accreted is
(Stern et al. 2018)

𝑡a ∼ 6 mo
(
ℎ/𝑅
0.1

)−2 ( 𝛼

0.05

)−1
(
𝑀SMBH
107𝑀�

) (
𝑎

50𝑟𝑔

)3/2
(26)

leading to a draining of the inner disk on this timescale, followed
by a lower accretion state as the inner accretion disk recovers (see
retrograde lightcurve sketch in the leftmost panel of the bottom row
in Fig. 1). The actual behaviour of the unbound and bound gas is
likely to be more complicated than the simple model presented here
and will require detailed simulations of pro- and retrograde TDEs
impacting Keplerian flows.

The maximum temperature of the innermost stable circular orbit
(ISCO) is given by (e.g. Zimmerman et al. 2005)

𝑇ISCO = 𝑓

(
3𝐺𝑀SMBH ¤𝑀

8𝜋𝑟3
ISCO𝜎

)1/4

(27)

where 𝑟ISCO is the innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO) of the
accretion disk and 𝑓 is a parameter 𝑂(1) that modifies the spectrum
from blackbody. 𝑇ISCO can be parameterized as:

𝑇ISCO ≈ 5 × 105𝐾

(
𝑀SMBH
107𝑀�

)−1/4 ( ¤𝑀
0.1 ¤𝑀Edd

)1/4 ( [
0.1

)−1/4

×
(
𝑟ISCO
6𝑟𝑔

)−3/4 (
𝑓

2

)
(28)

where ¤𝑀 is a fraction of the Eddington accretion rate, [ ∼ 0.1 is

the accretion efficiency and ¤𝑀SMBH ∼ 0.03𝑀� yr−1 here, i.e. most
of the inner disk mass 𝑀d is accreted in a year for our choice of
parameters.

9.2 Prograde TDEs

Prograde TDEs result from the star entering the AGN loss-cone and
slingshotting around the SMBH on a path that matches the flow of
the inner disk gas. As a result, TDE ejecta adds angular momentum
to gas in the inner disk, temporarily pushing the inner disk outwards
as the bound part of the stellar mass is consumed. Thus, we expect
a qualitatively different lightcurve for prograde TDEs compared to
retrograde TDEs (rightmost panel of the bottom row in Fig. 1).

Unbound prograde TDE ejecta adds angular momentum and mass
to inner disk gas while bound TDE ejecta falls back and is consumed.
As a result we expect a TDE-event that initially looks more like a
regular ’naked’ TDE, but is followed by a higher AGN state than pre-
TDE as the extra mass of gas in the inner disk (∼ 𝑀𝑑+0.5𝑀∗) accretes
on the viscous timescale (𝑡a) of the inner disk. The accretion rate
post-prograde TDE is then O((𝑀𝑑 +0.5𝑀∗)/𝑡a . For 𝑡a/𝑡𝑑 ∼ 𝑂 (102)
as parameterized above, the post-TDE accretion rate is O(year) after
the prograde TDE at a higher rate than before the TDE, leading to a
higher AGN state post-prograde TDE.

9.3 AGN-TDE colours and metallicities

If TDE debris is restricted to the innermost disk, the luminosity
increase should appear mostly in the UV and blue optical bands.
Assuming a default thin-disk temperature profile 𝑇 ∝ 𝑟−3/4, this
profile will steepen in the inner disk, with a break around the radius
where the ejecta mass interacts with the interior disk mass. If the
star envelope has experienced substantial stripping during starfall,
the resulting TDE may contain less H relative to He or other metals
(see e.g. Arcavi et al. 2014; Hung et al. 2017).

Non-AGN TDE source-frame optical/UV luminosities are typ-
ically 𝐿o/u ∼ O(1043)erg/s (van Velzen 2018), with estimated
bolometric luminosities 𝐿bol ∼ O(1045)erg/s and decay over O(yr)
timescales (Gezari et al. 2008), for total energy O(1051−52erg). We
expect prograde AGN TDEs to have comparable luminosities and
decay rates, followed by a higher AGN state post-TDE as the inner
disk, including ejecta mass, loses angular momentum and accretes
on the viscous timescale. Retrograde AGN TDEs should have sig-
nificantly higher luminosities than regular or prograde TDEs, this
is because a similar magnitude of energy is released over a much
shorter timescale. Thus, retrograde TDEs should have optical/UV
luminosities of 𝐿 ∼ O(1044)erg/s or higher, with rapid (months)
decay to a lower AGN continuum state as the inner disk refills on the
viscous timescale.

9.4 AGN-TDE rate

The TDE rate for quiescent galactic nuclei is expected to be
𝑂 (10−4) yr−1 (Stone & Metzger 2016). In AGN that are turning on
around SMBH with masses 𝑀SMBH < 108𝑀� , the rate of TDEs is a
function of the median disk gas density and the number of retrograde
stars embedded in the disk. To order of magnitude, assuming 𝑁★ ∼
𝑂 (100) stars embedded in the initial disk, around 𝑁★/2 ∼ 𝑂 (50)
of these stars will have retrograde orbits that decay in 𝜏decay <

0.1Myr. Assuming this population interacts and scatters at small
disk radii, we should expect an approximate TDE rate of RTDE ∼
5 × 10−4AGN−1yr−1 (𝑁★/102) (𝜏decay/0.1Myr) where 𝜏decay is the
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typical orbital decay time. Therefore in a large sample of 𝑂 (106)
AGN we should expect 𝑂 (500)yr−1 (𝑁★/102) (𝜏decay/0.1Myr) from
turning on AGN. Since scatterings are chaotic, we expect approx-
imately half of these AGN TDEs should be prograde (which look
more like ’naked’ TDEs) and half should be retrograde (significantly
more luminous and with faster decay). Thus, a search for TDE-like
events in AGN lightcurves can help constrain the AGN disk density
(via 𝜏decay) and 𝑁★, the number of embedded objects in AGN disks.

10 DISCUSSION

How AGN ‘turn on’ is still unknown. For our purposes, we assume
that quiescent galactic nuclei do not possess a significant gas disk at
a < 104𝑟𝑔, and an AGN ‘turns on’ when a sufficiently large mass
reservoir arrives in that region and forms an accretion (thus, lumi-
nous) disk. Stars on retrograde orbits embedded in AGN disks that
are in the process of forming, or ‘turning on’, have several important
consequences, for the stars, the disk and for observations.

First, retrograde stars experience a strong headwind that can be-
come mildly relativistic at high eccentricity. The heating of the stellar
surface causes the star to lose mass continuously as it orbits. Over
time, momentum loss due to the headwind causes orbits to circular-
ize and decay over < 0.1Myr, leading to a population build-up in
the inner disk of retrograde orbiters. Strong dynamical interactions
(particularly between a binary and an additional orbiter) among this
population can fill the AGN loss cone and produce a very high rate
of luminous, short-lived TDEs in AGN in their first < 0.1Myr.

As the AGN persists after the first 0.1Myr starfall, we should ex-
pect additional stellar scatterings into the AGN loss cone (\AGN,lc)
from interactions between embedded prograde orbiters. The pop-
ulation 𝑁★/2 of prograde embedded stars can grow, migrate and
interact. Additional stars can be captured by the AGN disk particu-
larly for large, long-lived, dense disks. If for a given AGN we expect
𝑂 (𝑁★/2) TDEs in the first 0.1Myr and possibly up to 𝑂 (𝑁★/2
TDEs in the remaining 𝜏AGN. Thus, the distribution of TDE events
in AGN can allow us to test the typical median lifetime of AGN.
In this parameterized example, around half of the AGN TDEs oc-
cur in the first 0.1Myr and the remainder occur in the rest of the
AGN lifetime (𝜏AGN). Thus, the expected rate of starfall TDEs is
𝑂 (5×10−4(−6) (𝑁★/102)yr−1AGN−1) for 𝜏AGN ∼ 1(10)Myr, where
we have ignored any additional population of stars captured by the
disk during 𝜏AGN.

Approximately half of the TDEs that result from (2+1) scatterings
into the AGN loss cone will be retrograde, i.e. their ejecta has negative
angular momentum compared to the inner disk gas, and half the TDEs
will be prograde. This leads to a difference in the expected observed
signature. On one hand, the unbound ejecta from retrograde TDEs
will cancel angular momentum of the inner disk and drive a super-
luminous TDE event over a short timescale, followed by a lower
AGN continuum state. On the other hand, the unbound ejecta from
prograde TDEs will add angular momentum to the inner disk and
tend to drive the innermost portions of the disk outward, leading to
a more ’typical’ early TDE profile, followed by a high AGN state,
possibly similar to the recent nuclear transient event ASSASN-17jz
(Holoien et al. 2021).

Changing-look or changing-state AGN (CLAGN) are a new cate-
gory of AGN exhibiting large magnitude changes on short timescales
in the optical band (e.g. LaMassa et al. 2015; Ross et al. 2018; Gra-
ham et al. 2017). Searching for evidence for TDE-like events in
CAGN lightcurves is therefore a useful test of whether any CAGN
have recently ‘turned on’. Radio emission from the interaction be-

tween unbound ejecta in TDEs and disk gas can be generated and
may be detectable. We leave a detailed analysis of this emission to
future work. An additional indicator of extreme ‘youth’ may also
include missing narrow [O iii] lines in the optical AGN spectrum,
since the light travel time to the Narrow Line Region (NLR) where
this emission is excited is 𝑂 (104)yr.

Finally, it is useful to consider the stark differences between objects
embedded in AGN disks on prograde and on retrograde orbits. Ob-
jects on prograde orbits undergo Type I migration due to gas torques
(e.g. McKernan et al. 2012) leading to BH-BH, BH-NS, NS-NS
mergers detectable with LIGO-Virgo (McKernan et al. 2014; Bartos
et al. 2017; Stone et al. 2017; Tagawa et al. 2020; McKernan et al.
2020). Stars on prograde orbits can turn into undying behemoths,
polluting the disk with metals, due to continuous accretion of fresh
gas from the disk (Leigh et al. 2016; Cantiello et al. 2020; Davies &
Lin 2020). Objects on retrograde orbits in AGN experience a much
weaker gas torque (McKernan et al. 2014), but face a scouring head-
wind that allows stellar orbits to evolve rapidly (particularly early in
the life of an AGN) as we show above.

The final stages of orbital collapse for massive stars may be de-
tectable in the less optically thick inner regions of the AGN disk.
Since the orbits of retrograde stars quickly collapse into the SMBH,
this suggests that the ionization of binaries due to three-body inter-
actions (e.g. Leigh et al. 2018; Leigh & Wegsman 2018; Barrera
et al. 2020) (and therefore the suppression of the compact object
merger rate) by embedded objects on retrograde orbits is mostly a
consideration in the early stages of AGN (< 0.1 Myr) (Secunda et al.
2020a).

11 CONCLUSIONS

As active galactic nuclei (AGN) ‘turn on’, some stars will be embed-
ded in accretion disks around SMBHs on retrograde orbits. Such stars
experience strong headwinds, drag, ablation and orbital evolution on
short timescales, leading to a starfall event in the first O(0.1)Myr of
an AGN. Long-lived bow-shock flares due to starfall slowly rise in
luminosity to O(1042erg/s(𝑅∗/𝑅�)2) as angular momentum is lost
and these flares may be detectable in optically thin inner disks for
massive infalling stars. If the population of retrograde stars losing
angular momentum interacts at small disk radii, binaries can form
and scatterings can occur on short timescales. An AGN loss-cone is
filled when (2+1) scatterings are directed towards the central SMBH.
Around SMBH ≤ 108𝑀� , tidal disruption events (TDEs) can occur,
either prograde or retrograde, compared to inner disk gas.

The two classes of AGN TDEs have qualitatively different
lightcurves. Prograde AGN TDEs are expected to have observed opti-
cal/UV TDE source-frame luminosities and decay times comparable
to naked TDEs (peak 𝐿o/u ∼ O(1043)erg/s and decay over O(yr)).
These TDEs should be followed by a higher AGN state post-TDE
as the inner disk, including added ejecta mass, gradually loses an-
gular momentum and accretes on the viscous timescale. Retrograde
TDEs should have significantly higher luminosities than regular or
prograde TDEs, with 𝐿o/u ∼ O(1044)erg/s or higher, with decay
O(months) to a lower AGN continuum state as the inner disk refills
on the viscous timescale. Since these TDEs are the results of random
scatterings, we expect approximately similar numbers of pro- and
retro-grade TDEs in large samples of AGN.
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